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Abstract

Flexible spatial navigation, e.g. the ability to take novel shortcuts, is contingent upon accurate mental representations of environments – cognitive maps. These cognitive maps critically depend on hippocampal place cells. In rodents, place cells replay recently travelled routes, especially during periods of behavioural inactivity (sleep/wakeful rest). This neural replay is hypothesised to promote not only the consolidation of specific experiences, but also their wider integration, e.g. into accurate cognitive maps. In humans, rest promotes the consolidation of specific experiences, but the effect of rest on the wider integration of memories remained unknown. In the present study, we examined the hypothesis that cognitive map formation is supported by rest-related integration of new spatial memories. We predicted that if wakeful rest supports cognitive map formation, then rest should boost knowledge of overarching spatial relations that were never experienced directly during recent navigation. Forty young participants learned a route through a virtual environment before either resting wakefully or engaging in an unrelated perceptual task for 10 minutes. Participants in the wakeful rest condition performed more accurately in a delayed cognitive map test, requiring the pointing to landmarks from a range of locations. Importantly, the benefit of rest could not be explained by active rehearsal, but can be attributed to the promotion of consolidation-related activity. These findings (i) resonate with the demonstration of hippocampal replay in rodents, and (ii) provide the first evidence that wakeful rest can improve the integration of new spatial memories in humans, a function that has, hitherto, been associated with sleep.
INTRODUCTION

When visiting a new city we often find it difficult to orientate ourselves initially. However, after a period of exploration we begin to understand the spatial structure of the environment. For example, after travelling from our hotel to an art gallery and then from the art gallery to a science museum, we can gauge the general direction of our hotel from the science museum, thus allowing us to return to our hotel more directly, even though we never experienced this ‘shortcut’ previously. We owe our ability to navigate flexibly to the automatic formation (Montello, 1998; Ishikawa and Montello, 2006) of a ‘cognitive map’ (Tolman, 1948). A cognitive map is a flexible mental representation of the spatial relationships (i.e. directions and distances) between objects in the world that can be accessed from any perspective and vantage point (Wolbers and Hegarty, 2010). In contrast to other, more rigid forms of spatial knowledge such as memory for a specific spatial experience (e.g. a travelled route), cognitive maps represent an overarching relational memory built via the integration of a number of memories pertaining to the spatial experience. In the research reported here we examined this integration of new memories into a cognitive map. Specifically, we asked whether this integration benefits from a period of post-navigation wakeful rest.

Our research was motivated by compelling recent findings in animal neuroscience and cognitive psychology: in rodents, the navigation of a novel environment is associated with the firing of hippocampal place cells which code for the animal’s location (O’Keefe et al., 1998; Moser et al., 2008). During post-navigation periods of relative inactivity (slow wave sleep and wakeful rest), the same cells re-express firing sequences corresponding to specific recent spatial experience, i.e. the earlier travelled route is ‘replayed’ (Jackson et al., 2006; Davidson et al., 2009; Karlsson and Frank, 2009). These cells also express reverse firing sequences (Foster and Wilson, 2006) and firing sequences that relate to trajectories within the
environment that were *never experienced* (Gupta et al., 2010). These patterns of hippocampal reactivation are hypothesised to support the consolidation of recently travelled routes within memory and the wider consolidation and integration of these new spatial memories into accurate cognitive maps (Derdikman and Moser, 2010; Gupta et al., 2010; Carr et al., 2011; Csicsvari and Dupret, 2014).

In humans, research on memory and rest has been confined to memories of specific recent experience. This research shows that words and short stories are retained better for at least 7 days if their learning is followed immediately by a few minutes of wakeful rest rather than by novel sensory stimulation (Dewar et al., 2007, 2012a; Craig et al., 2014). In addition, post-learning rest also boosts the long-term retention of spatial associative and temporal order information (Craig et al., 2015). It is hypothesised that wakeful rest promotes early cellular consolidation of such experiences because of the minimal amount of new sensory information and associated encoding, which would otherwise hamper consolidation processes (Mednick et al., 2011; Dewar et al., 2012b, 2014; Craig et al., 2015). Neuroimaging work in humans strengthens this consolidation hypothesis, demonstrating (i) reactivation of recent specific encoding-related neural activity (i.e. visual information) during wakeful rest, and (ii) a direct link between the degree of such reactivation and performance on subsequent memory measures (Tambini et al., 2010; Deuker et al., 2013).

Is the rest-related improvement in humans confined to memories of specific experiences, or could rest in fact also promote the wider integration of such memories within long term memory? The process of memory integration has, hitherto, been assumed to be a function of systems consolidation during human sleep (Ferrara et al., 2008; Wamsley et al., 2010; Coutanche et al., 2013; Oudiette et al., 2013). It is possible therefore that the benefit of rest does not extend to memory tasks that assess the wider integration of new memories, such as cognitive map tasks, which examine knowledge of overarching spatial relations that were
never experienced directly during navigation. Using a behavioural cognitive map task, we sought to establish, for the first time, whether or not daytime rest promotes the wider integration of novel memories within long term memory.

To this end, participants first learned a route through a novel virtual town environment and then either rested wakefully or performed an unrelated perceptual task for 10 minutes. Each participant’s spatial memory of the earlier experienced environment was then probed, without prior warning, via a cognitive mapping test derived from previous studies (Waller et al., 2004; Wolbers and Büchel, 2005; Ishikawa and Montello, 2006). Given that the hippocampus is widely assumed to support the learning and consolidation of cognitive maps, we predicted the wakeful rest group to outperform the perceptual task group in the accuracy of their cognitive maps.

**METHODS**

**Ethics Statement**

This research was approved by the University of Edinburgh’s Psychology Research Ethics Committee (Ref: 446-1112). All participants provided their informed consent in writing prior to taking part.

**Participants**

Forty healthy young adults (19 males, 21 females; mean age = 20.48 years, SD = 1.86) were recruited as participants. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

**Design**
We employed a between-subjects design with two delay conditions (Figure 1). The experiment took place in a single session, divided into a learning phase, a delay phase, and a testing phase. Learning and testing phases were the same for all participants. The critical between-subject manipulation occurred during the 10-minute delay phase, during which participants either: (i) rested wakefully, or (ii) performed an unrelated perceptual task (a spot-the-difference game). During the subsequent testing phase, participants performed a cognitive map test assessing the accuracy of a newly formed cognitive map of the environment navigated during the previous learning phase. The critical measure of the cognitive map test was the accuracy of responses, i.e. the number of degrees of absolute error between the correct direction of the target landmark within the environment and the estimated direction of the target landmark. However, we also recorded the time to initiate a response and the total time to respond since (i) the time taken to respond in memory tests has been suggested to be indicative of the confidence of memory retrieval and memory availability (Gimbel and Brewer, 2011), and (ii) a correlation between response time and distance travelled could suggest that participants solved the pointing task via mental travel (Wolbers et al. 2004; Ghaem et al., 1997) rather than by directly accessing landmark-to-landmark relationships.

<<INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE>>

Materials

The virtual environment was created with Autodesk 3ds Max 2012 (copyright Autodesk Inc., San Rafael, CA, USA), by modifying an existing environment (Harris & Wolbers, 2014). The paradigm was run in Vizard 4.0 (copyright WorldViz LLC, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) via a
Python-coded script. The complex environment was a large realistic town-like space comprising a network of roads, non-specific houses, and nine distinctive landmarks. All landmarks were common real-world buildings that would be found in a town-like environment, e.g. a bar, a supermarket and a church (Figure 2). The environment incorporated four ‘regions’, each of which contained houses of a different style and size. The network of roads connected all of these regions, and at each junction (i.e. decision point) there was a different distinctive landmark. The environment was presented to participants on a 22-inch widescreen monitor. A computer gaming steering wheel (Thrustmaster Ferrari Challenge) was used to input responses during learning and testing.

<<INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE>>

**Procedure**

**Learning phase.** Participants were told that they would be a ‘passenger’ in a car travelling through a virtual town. They were informed that they would be required to learn a long, indirect route through the environment and would be asked to provide directions to the experimenter (the ‘driver’) during a subsequent trial. Route learning was broken into learning cycles; each learning cycle included two learning trials followed by one probe trial. In a learning trial, the participant travelled the trained route (total distance = 480.00 metres) via automated movement (linear movement = 3.50 metres per second, rotation movement = 15 degrees per second, total travel time = 142 seconds), as would a passenger in a car. In a probe trial, the participant again travelled the route. However, on this occasion the automated movement paused at each junction (i.e. decision point) and the participant was asked to state
the direction (i.e. “left”, “right”, or “straight on”) in which the trained route continued from that point. If any errors were made during a probe trial, the participant was required to perform additional learning cycles until the route was learned to a criterion of 100% accuracy, i.e. zero errors. A minimum of two learning cycles (four learning trials and two probe trials) was used to promote learning of the route and reduce the possibility of successful navigation due to chance. Upon successful learning of the route, participants entered the delay phase.

**Delay phase.** During the 10-min delay phase, participants either (i) rested wakefully or (ii) performed an unrelated perceptual task (a spot-the-difference game). Twenty participants were allocated pseudo-randomly to each delay condition.

Participants assigned to the *wakeful rest* condition were asked to sit quietly in the dimly-lit testing room and relax while the experimenter left the room to “set up the next section of the experiment” (Dewar et al., 2007, 2012a; Craig et al., 2014). Care was taken to ensure that the testing room was devoid of any rich visual and/or audible sensory cues so as to minimise sensory information, and thus the disruption of consolidation. Participants assigned to the *perceptual task* condition were asked to play a visual spot the difference game (Dewar et al., 2012a; Craig et al., 2014). Participants performed 20 spot the difference trials in silence, each 30 seconds in duration. A trial consisted of the presentation of a pair of real-world photos on a 17-inch laptop computer screen. Photo pairs were identical other than for two discrete differences. Participants were instructed to search for differences between photos in a pair, and to point out any discovered differences to the experimenter.

**Testing phase.** Following the completion of the delay phase, participants performed a cognitive map test, which was based on pointing tasks used in previous studies on cognitive mapping in real and virtual environments (Waller et al., 2004; Ishikawa and Montello, 2006; Weisberg et al., 2014). In this test, participants were required to indicate spatial relationships
between the nine landmarks encountered previously along the learned route. Participants performed 16 trials, presented in a random order across all participants. As with learning, this test was presented on a 22-inch monitor. In each trial, the participant was positioned facing one of the nine landmarks within the environment. They were then instructed on-screen to rotate to face towards a second, specified target landmark within the environment. The speed of rotation was 15 degrees per second, and the mean angle to be rotated between the starting orientation and direction of the target landmark across the 16 cognitive map trials was 120 degrees. To ensure that our test indeed probed knowledge of overarching spatial relations that had never been experienced directly, the target landmark never represented the landmark that had followed on immediately from the participant’s current position during earlier route learning. Moreover, the target landmark was never visible from the participant’s current position, and hence accurate pointing performance depended on their metric and configural knowledge of the environment. For example, Figure 2 shows a test trial in which the participant was positioned facing the church and instructed to turn to face towards the Chinese restaurant (target landmark). A white crosshair (see Figure 2) appeared in the centre of the screen to ensure that an accurate response could be obtained. Responses were inputted by the participant via the same steering wheel as used during learning. Participants rotated within the environment via the ‘left’ and ‘right’ directional keys until the central white crosshair was in line with the direction they believed the target landmark to be. Participants then confirmed their response via pressing the ‘up’ directional key on the steering wheel.

Upon completion of the cognitive map test, participants completed the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction (SBSOD) questionnaire (Hegarty et al., 2002), as well as a detailed post-experimental questionnaire in which they were asked: (i) whether they had expected a further memory test, and (ii) whether they had thought about the virtual environment, learned route, landmarks and/or any other associated features during the 10-min delay. If intentional thoughts
were reported, participants were asked a follow-up question of whether any information was actively rehearsed during the delay. Ratings of past experience using computers, playing video games and using virtual reality software were also collected (Moffat et al., 2001).

**Scoring**

The cognitive map test was scored by calculating, for each trial, the absolute deviation (in degrees) between the correct direction of the target landmark and the participant’s estimated direction of the target landmark (see Figure 2). The mean pointing error score was then calculated for each participant by averaging the pointing errors across the 16 trials. Group means were computed subsequently.

**Statistical analyses**

Inferential analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics 19 (copyright IBM Corp., NY, USA), with the alpha level set to .05. Bayesian analyses were performed using JASP (version 0.6.6) (Love et al., 2015). ANOVAs with between-subject factor delay condition (wakeful rest vs. perceptual task) were performed to examine group differences in learning and cognitive map test performance. ANCOVAs were run with covariates ‘gender’, ‘self-reported sense of direction (SBSOD)’ and ‘past experience using computers’ in order to examine group differences in learning and cognitive map performance, after controlling for the effects of these variables. Pearson correlations were performed to examine the relationship between accuracy and response time in the cognitive map test. Lastly, in order to examine if the cognitive map test might have been solved via mental travel along the route rather than direct access to landmark-to-landmark relationships, Pearson correlations were run for each participant (i) between absolute pointing error (degrees) and the distance travelled previously between the presented landmark and the target landmark, and (ii) between response initiation and total response time and the distance travelled previously between the presented landmark and the
target landmark. These correlation coefficients were normalized using Fisher’s r-to-z transformation and subsequently compared to 0 (no correlation) via Bayesian one-sample t-tests, for the two delay condition groups separately. As we did not have previous data to base prior assumptions, the default Cauchy(0,1) prior for effect size ($\sigma = 0.707$) was used (Rouder et al., 2009).

RESULTS

The wakeful rest group and the perceptual task group did not differ significantly in gender ratio (wakeful rest: 11 females, 9 males; perceptual task: 10 females, 10 males, $p = 1.000$, Fisher’s exact test), age ($F(1,38) = 0.88, p = .355, \eta^2 = .023$), experience with computers ($F(1,38) = 0.73, p = .397, \eta^2 = .019$) or self-reported sense of direction ($F(1,38) = 0.12, p = .729, \eta^2 = .003$).

Route learning

Learning cycles. All but one participant (wakeful rest group) were able to learn the route to a 100% criterion within the fixed minimum of two learning cycles (four learning trials and two probe trials). The participant who did not learn the route within two learning cycles was able to do so within three learning cycles. This did not produce a significant main effect of group on the number of learning cycles required to learn the route ($F(1,38) = 1.00, p = .324, \eta^2 = .026$). This finding did not change after controlling for the effects of gender, self-reported sense of direction, and past experience with computers ($F(1,35) = 0.98, p = .330, \eta^2 = .027$). No covariates were significantly related to the number of learning trials required (all $p > .288$).
Learning errors. Table 1 shows the mean number of errors made by the two groups during each route learning probe trial individually, as well as during learning overall. There was no main effect of group on the number of errors made during route learning ($F(1,38) = 0.15, p = .699, \eta^2 = .004$). This finding did not change after controlling for the effects of gender, self-reported sense of direction, and past experience with computers ($F(1,35) = 0.08, p = .778, \eta^2 = .002$). No covariates were significantly related to the number of errors made during learning (all $p > .640$). Taken together, these analyses show that the two groups did not differ significantly in terms of route memory performance prior to the critical delay (wakeful rest vs. perceptual task).

<<INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE>>

Cognitive map test

Accuracy of responses. Figure 3 shows the two groups’ accuracy of responses, i.e. the mean angle of absolute pointing error, in the cognitive map test. There was a significant main effect of group on the accuracy of responses in the cognitive map test ($F(1,38) = 8.94, p = .005, \eta^2 = .190$), such that the wakeful rest group outperformed the perceptual task group. This benefit of wakeful rest remained after controlling for the effects of gender, self-reported sense of direction (SBSOD), and past experience with computers ($F(1,35) = 9.54, p = .004, \eta^2 = .214$). No covariates were significantly related to the mean angle of absolute pointing error (all $p > .389$).

<<INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE>>
The mean pointing error (averaged over 16 trials) was below chance (90 degrees of error) for all participants. However, three participants in the wakeful rest group and six participants in the perceptual task group did provide responses in one or more trials which were above chance. When a threshold of 90 degrees of error (i.e. chance) was imposed on the data, and any responses above this threshold were removed, the significant benefit of wakeful rest remained ($F(1,38) = 9.913, p = .003, \eta^2 = .207$). As before, this benefit remained after controlling for the effects of gender, self-reported sense of direction (SBSOD), and past experience with computers ($F(1,35) = 12.745, p = .001, \eta^2 = .267$). No covariates were significantly related to the mean angle of absolute pointing error (all $p > .114$).

**Response times.** There was no effect of group on the total time taken to respond to cognitive map test trials (wakeful rest group: mean = 16.94 s, SEM = 0.93; perceptual task group: mean = 15.46 s, SEM = 0.82; $F(1,38) = 1.425, p = .240, \eta^2 = .036$). This finding did not change after controlling for the effects of gender, self-reported sense of direction, and past experience with computers ($F(1,35) = 1.042, p = .314, \eta^2 = .029$). No covariates were significantly related to the mean total response time, although the effect of self-reported sense of direction on mean total response time approached significance ($p = .093$). All other $p$ values were $> .352$. Finally, there was no evidence for speed-accuracy trade-offs in the cognitive map test, because the total time taken to respond was unrelated to the accuracy of responses ($r = .174, p = .284$).

There was also no effect of group on the time taken to initiate a response in the cognitive map trials (wakeful rest group: mean = 2.42 s, SEM = 0.07; perceptual task group: mean = 2.53 s, SEM = 0.08; $F(1,38) = 0.058, p = .811, \eta^2 = .002$). This finding did not change after controlling for the effects of gender, self-reported sense of direction, and past experience with
computers \((F(1,35) = 0.3009, p = .582, \eta^2 = .009)\). No covariates were significantly related to the mean response time (all \(p > .368\)), and there was no evidence for speed-accuracy trade-offs, as the time taken to initiate a response was unrelated to the accuracy of responses \((r = .069, p = .673)\).

Instead of directly accessing landmark-to-landmark relationships, participants could have solved the pointing task by mentally travelling along the route from the presented to the target landmark. This strategy would lead to longer response times and larger pointing errors the longer the distance along the route between both landmarks (Wolbers et al., 2004). However, a Bayesian one-sample t-test on Fisher z-transformed \(r\) values provided some \((BF_{01} = \text{odds greater than } 3)\) to strong \((BF_{01} = \text{odds greater than } 10)\) evidence (Jeffreys, 1961) in favour of the null hypothesis, i.e. that there was no correlation between the distance between landmarks and total response time (wakeful rest: \(BF_{01} = 12.518\), perceptual task: \(BF_{01} = 11.602\); see also Figure 4), time to initiate a response (wakeful rest: \(BF_{01} = 4.303\), perceptual task: \(BF_{01} = 3.908\)), or pointing errors (wakeful rest: \(BF_{01} = 3.613\), perceptual task: \(BF_{01} = 9.977\)). Taken together, these findings suggest that participants did not solve the cognitive map test via mentally travelling along the route.

Post-experimental reports

As found in previous research (Dewar et al., 2012a; Craig et al., 2014), the majority of participants \((n = 13)\) in the wakeful rest group reported spontaneous mind-wandering during the wakeful rest delay condition, incidentally recalling the past and thinking about the future.
Also, ten participants (50%) in the wakeful rest group and six participants (30%) in the perceptual task group reported that they had expected a further memory test at the end of the experiment. All significant effects remained significant when these participants were removed from the analyses. Additionally, five participants (25%) in the wakeful rest group and one participant (5%) in the perceptual task group reported that they had intentionally rehearsed information from the learned route during the 10-min delay. None of the results changed when these participants were removed from our analyses.

In the wakeful rest group, in addition to the five participants (25%) who reported active rehearsal, a further five participants (25%) reported spontaneous (i.e. ‘popped’ into their mind) thoughts pertaining to the learned route during the rest delay. The remaining 10 participants (50%) reported no intentional/spontaneous thoughts. When those who reported intentional and/or spontaneous thoughts (10/20, 50%) about the route were compared against those who did not (10/20, 50%), no difference was observed in cognitive map test performance ($F(1,18) = 1.408, p = .251, \eta^2 = .072$). Similarly, when the five participants (25%) in the wakeful rest group who reported rehearsal were compared against those who did not rehearse (15/20, 75%), no difference was observed in cognitive map test performance ($F(1,18) = 0.803, p = .396, \eta^2 = .091$).

**DISCUSSION**

When navigating an unfamiliar environment, our memory system automatically forms a flexible mental representation of the spatial relationships (i.e. directions and distances) between objects in the world that are accessible from any perspective and vantage point, i.e. a **cognitive map**. The present results suggest that the **accuracy** of such a newly formed cognitive map can be improved significantly via a post-navigation rest. Participants who rested for 10 minutes
immediately after route learning were able to more accurately estimate the direction of landmarks within the virtual environment than were participants who performed a perceptual task during the same time. These results are in line with rodent findings and suggest that efficient replay of navigational experiences can support the integration of novel spatial information into cognitive maps (Derdikman and Moser, 2010; Gupta et al., 2010; Csicsvari and Dupret, 2014).

The memory benefit in the rest group cannot be accounted for by potential random group differences in pre-delay route memory, gender ratio, past experience with computers, or sense of direction. The two groups did not differ significantly in route learning or final recall prior to the critical delay, or in the other variables (gender ratio, past experience with computers, sense of direction). Moreover, the benefit of wakeful rest persisted after controlling for these variables. This indicates that the improvement in cognitive map accuracy was indeed the result of our wakeful rest manipulation.

It is also highly unlikely that this improvement in cognitive map accuracy can be attributed merely to intentional rehearsal of the learned route/landmarks during the rest delay. Although some participants (25 %) in the rest group reported that they intentionally rehearsed aspects of the learned routes, the significant benefit of wakeful rest persisted following their exclusion from analysis. Furthermore, there was no difference in cognitive map test performance between those who rehearsed and those who did not. Moreover, unlike a route recall test, our surprise cognitive map test probed knowledge of overarching spatial relations that were never experienced directly. Therefore, intentional route rehearsal during the delay would have been of limited benefit in the subsequent cognitive map test, unless participants solved this test by mentally traveling along the route. However, this is unlikely for a number of reasons. Firstly, the short time that participants took to initiate a response is unlikely to have provided sufficient opportunity for them to mentally travel the route prior to responding.
Secondly, although total response times were rather long and could suggest that participants mentally travelled the route while responding, they can be explained simply by the limited speed of rotation through the virtual environment (15 degrees per second). Moreover, increased distance along the learned route did not lead to increased initiation and/or total response times or pointing errors, which would be expected if participants solved the test via mentally traveling along the route (Wolbers et al., 2004, Ghaem et al., 1997). It could be argued that our correlations between distance travelled and initiation/total response times suffered from issues of range restriction. However, a strong effect of distance in the time taken to mentally travel a learned route has been observed in a range of distances smaller than that used in our study (40m to 140m, Ghaem et al., 1997). Together these findings indicate that (i) participants solved the cognitive map task by directly accessing landmark-to-landmark relationships, rather than by mentally travelling along the route, and (ii) intentional rehearsal is an unlikely account of the rest-related boost in cognitive map accuracy.

These findings bolster related research in verbal memory demonstrating that the rest-induced memory improvement (i) is not dependent upon intentional rehearsal (Dewar et al., 2014), but (ii) is likely to be the result of superior memory consolidation (Dewar et al., 2014). Crucially, the results of the present study suggest that rest periods not only promote the consolidation of specific experiences (e.g. word lists), but also the wider integration of complex memories (e.g. directions between landmarks), resulting in improved memory of never-experienced spatial relations. This finding resonates with the discovery in rodents of rest-associated hippocampal replay of experienced trajectories as well as of trajectories that were never travelled during actual exploration (O’Keefe et al., 1998; Davidson et al., 2009; Harvey et al., 2009; Gupta et al., 2010; Wills et al., 2010).

The rest period in our human study could have been conducive to hippocampal replay/consolidation due to the minimal amount of new sensory information and associated
encoding. It has been hypothesised that novel encoding hampers the consolidation of new memories (Craig et al., 2014; Mednick et al., 2011; Dewar et al., 2012). In our perceptual task delay, participants likely encoded a lot of novel sensory information throughout the delay, and this could have interrupted the hippocampal replay of experienced and never experienced relations and trajectories. In contrast, the minimal sensory information during the rest delay probably resulted in reduced novel encoding, and this could have provided superior conditions for hippocampal replay, resulting in higher accuracy in our cognitive map test. It should be noted that some encoding will also take place during rest delays, given that participants typically think about the past and future, resulting in novel encoding. Indeed, when such thoughts are rich in episodic content, they can interfere somewhat with ongoing memory consolidation (Craig et al., 2014), and this might account for individual differences in the degree of rest-related memory improvement (Craig et al., 2014). On the whole, however, we hypothesise that novel encoding during rest periods will be more sporadic and less rich than that occurring during continuous sensory stimulation (as during the perceptual task), thus providing superior conditions for hippocampal replay and improving memory.

The finding of a rest-related improvement in cognitive map accuracy is important since previous research in the field has focused on sleep, demonstrating, amongst others, a beneficial effect of sleep on the consolidation of novel spatial information (Ferrara et al., 2008; Wamsley et al., 2010) and cognitive map formation (Coutanche et al., 2013). Indeed, it has been suggested that wake and sleep consolidation have independent roles, whereby wake consolidation strengthens individual, salient memories, and sleep links and integrates related memories (Oudiette et al., 2013). Our findings suggest that the integration of information does not occur strictly during sleep, at least not in the case of spatial memory.

Research suggests that the time taken to respond in memory tests is indicative of the confidence of memory retrieval and the accessibility of a memory trace (Gimbel and Brewer,
In the current study, no difference between delay conditions was observed in (i) the time taken to initiate a response and (ii) the total time taken to respond. This finding tentatively suggests that recently encoded spatial memories pertaining to the experienced environment were equally accessible in both groups, i.e. our rest delay did not enhance the retrieval of new spatial memories, but promoted the consolidation-related integration of these memories. This enhanced integration should have led to improved coding of inter-landmark relationships, a prediction that is reflected in the enhanced pointing accuracy of our wakeful rest group.

One limitation of our study is that navigation was performed in a virtual environment. However, despite the absence of body-based cues, numerous studies have shown that virtual navigation draws on similar cognitive functions as real-world navigation and recruits similar neural networks (Ekstrom et al., 2003; Wolbers and Büchel, 2005; Cushman et al., 2008). In addition, the replay of hippocampal place cells in rodents has also been observed when rodents navigate in virtual environments (Harvey et al., 2009; Dombeck et al., 2010).

In conclusion, our findings suggest that rest periods can improve spatial memory by promoting memory consolidation and integration. This could have implications for people with spatial memory problems, including patients with amnestic Mild Cognitive Impairment/Alzheimer’s Disease, who often get lost, and who have been shown to benefit substantially from rest in verbal memory tests (Della Sala et al., 2005; Dewar et al., 2009, 2012b; Alber et al., 2014).
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REST PROMOTES COGNITIVE MAPS


Figure 1. Procedure overview. Participants learned a novel route to criterion. Learning was followed by one of two 10-minute delay conditions: (i) wakeful rest, or (ii) an unrelated perceptual task (a spot-the-difference game). Following the delay phase, participants in both groups performed an unexpected cognitive map test comprising 16 trials.
Figure 2. The virtual environment and cognitive map test. Top left: A screenshot of the virtual environment and an example of a landmark at a decision point (L4 - Chinese restaurant). Environment modified from Harris & Wolbers (2014). Top right: Map of the virtual environment. The route learned by participants is shown via the blue line; ‘S’ = start of route, ‘E’ = end of route. Landmarks (L) were all common real-world buildings: L1 = petrol station, L2 = bank, L3 = convenience store, L4 = Chinese restaurant, L5 = hotel, L6 = pet store, L7 = bar, L8 = church, L9 = hardware store. Bottom left: A screenshot of one of the 16 trials of the cognitive map test. Bottom right: An illustration of how the pointing error measure was calculated. The illustration reflects the trial shown in the image on the bottom left where the participant’s initial orientation (green arrow) was directly facing the church (L8). The participant was asked to turn (black dashed arrow) to face towards the Chinese restaurant (L4). The target landmark (e.g. the Chinese restaurant) was never visible from any orientation during the cognitive map trials. The pointing error (degrees; yellow cone) between the correct direction (red arrow) and estimated direction (blue arrow) was calculated for each probe trial.
Figure 3. Performance in the cognitive map test. Mean absolute pointing error (degrees) for the wakeful rest and perceptual task groups in the cognitive map test. Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
Figure 4. Cognitive map test total response times as a function of distance between presented and target landmarks. Mean total response time scores (seconds) in the cognitive map test for the wakeful rest and perceptual task groups broken down by distance between the presented and target landmarks (metres).
Table 1

Learning errors. Mean number of errors (wrong turns) made during route learning in the wakeful rest and perceptual task groups. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delay condition</th>
<th>Probe trial 1</th>
<th>Probe trial 2</th>
<th>Probe trial 3</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wakeful rest</td>
<td>0.35 (0.81)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual task</td>
<td>0.30 (0.80)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.30 (0.80)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Learning errors. Mean number of errors (wrong turns) made during route learning in the wakeful rest and perceptual task groups. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.